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Abstract , . , , . .

Depending on their origin and characteristics,
waste are conditioned as follows: HLW vitrification
(fission product solutions and minor actinides), ILW
bituminisation (precipitates from liquid effluent
treatment), ILW supercompacting (spent fuel structure
waste such as hulls & end-pieces, technological waste)
and ILW cementation (technological waste).

Like any other industry, the nuclear industry
generates waste. This waste arises in the different
successive stages of the fuel cycle, including nuclear
power plants, and its physical and chemical properties
vary greatly. What is special about it is the radioactivity
it contains.

Management of waste generated by spent fuel
conditioning in nuclear reprocessing facilities, and
which cannot be stored in surface repositories,
according to current French regulations (ILW and
HLW), is specifically discussed in this paper.

Discussion

As the nuclear industry has developed, the need
for optimised management of this waste has become
a major concern for all those involved. Optimisation is
based on properly designing the installations generating
waste, minimising arisings of waste & sorting waste at
the source, and appropriate treatment and conditioning
of waste prior to final disposal. The management
process is always continuous from the production site
to the repository so as to avoid any dispersal of
radioactive material.

The best treatment for waste is determined on the
basis of its properties so as to guarantee the long-term
stability of waste conditioned in the appropriate
matrix, after volume reduction, while complying with
the conventional safety criteria for nuclear installations.
The cost of disposal has led to the development of ways
of reducing the volume of waste to a minimum.

In France, nuclear waste is divided into 3
categories :

(i) Low Level Waste (LLW), which is short lived
waste,

(ii) Intermediate Level Waste (ILW), containing
long lived alpha emitters, but no significant ther-
mal release, often called TRU waste. Much has
already been performed, management improve-
ments are still to be performed among possible
options,

(iii) High Level Waste (HLW), having long lived
radionuclides and significant thermal release.

Waste has to comply with specifications laid down
by the producer and approved by the safety authority.
Waste package production is covered by a Quality
Assurance system which can be audited by a third
party (the safety authority, the repository operator or
the client), with the producer remaining responsible
for the waste throughout the process. The French
National Agency for Radioactive Waste Management
(the repository operator) and the producers have joined
to set up a {sequential waste package approval
process: whereby the producer is charged with
supplying reports detailing the number of packages
produced and their physical, chemical and radiological
characteristics.

Waste package behaviour, considered by the
repository operator for the physical design of the
repository and the way it is managed, is assessed in
order to determine when, in what form, in what
quantity and with what kinetics radionuclides and
other products (gases and degradation products in
general) are likely to be released and return to the
biosphere.

Knowledge of waste package behaviour is
transposed to operational models which aim to
represent the main phenomena influencing the release
of radionuclides and degradation products.

Conclusions

Due to its fuel cycle activities, particularly in the
fields of reprocessing and recycling, and the work it
carries out to determine how volumes of waste can be
reduced and identify the long-term behavioural,
properties of packages, COGEMA is committed to
maintaining its involvement in the use and development
of a nuclear industry which preserves the
environment now and for future generations.
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